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in Post-1997 Hong Kong Films
陌生城市中的移民︰
後一九九七香港電影中國想像的位（錯）置

Vivian LEE
李佩然
Department of Chinese, Translation and Linguistics, City University of Hong Kong
香港城市大學中文、翻譯及語言學系

Since the earliest days of Hong Kong cinema, “China” has been a material, cultural, and
ideological presence. The local film industry’s long history of collaboration with its mainland
counterparts in Shanghai in the first half of the twentieth century,1 the ideological tug-of-war
between mainland China and Taiwan in the British colony after 1949, and the film industry’s need
for expansion into overseas markets, especially the Chinese-speaking world in Southeast Asia and
North America, bespeak the ambivalence, or multivalence, of “China” in the local context. As it
were, the term designates not a monolithic entity but a polyglot of histories, cultures, and identities
that characterized twentieth-century Chinese and world history.2 “China” as such has been, and
still is, a contested field, a site where artistic, political, and economic interests intersect in response
to the historical vicissitudes of the times. This aspect of Hong Kong cinema has been fruitfully
explored in recent critical scholarship. In a very broad and general sense, the “China factor”
is understood in these terms: (1) the historical connections between Hong Kong and Shanghai
(China’s “film capital” before 1949) and the interflow of capital, technology, and production and
acting talents;3 (2) the creation of an “imaginary China” in Hong Kong cinema, especially the
historical epics and martial arts films, in the works of émigré directors from Shanghai in the 1960s
and 1970s;4 and (3) new manifestations of this imaginary in film and television during the 1980s
and 1990s, the years of political transition from British to Chinese rule, which also coincided with
the emergence of the Hong Kong New Wave cinema, the accelerated internationalization of Hong
Kong films, and ironically the rapid decline of the local film industry.5
The surge of critical interest in the Hong Kong—China dynamic in the last fifteen years or
so testifies not only to the significance of the ex-colony’s own “obsession with China” (to borrow
C. T. Hsia’s oft-quoted description of early twentieth-century Chinese literature) but to a similar
tendency among contemporary mainland writers, filmmakers, and intellectuals in the Post-Mao era
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as well.6 To begin with, the “China factor” as a problematic is caught up with other problematics
in the Hong Kong context, i.e. colonialism, decolonization (which also implies a “reversion” to an
alien regime and the great uncertainties this triggers), and the awakening of a local consciousness
just when the local is about to “disappear.” Ackbar Abbas rightly points out the discovery of
Hong Kong as a “subject” of representation dates back to 1982, when the then British Prime
Minister, Margaret Thatcher, made her first official visit to Beijing.7 Since then, critical discourse
on Hong Kong culture has furthered this discovery in an attempt to respond to and reflect on the
nature of this new subject, to give it a name, an “identity” (no matter how slippery), and a place
in history in the wake of its “re-absorption” into a greater body politic, mainland China. Seen
in this light, since the 1980s, Hong Kong cinema as a major popular cultural medium and the
critical discourse that has this medium as a subject of enquiry are engaged in a symbiotic relation
at a critical historical juncture. As two sides of the same current, they constitute a heteroglossic
field, generating images and ways of understanding to grapple with an unprecedented historical
situation and its aftermath, whose “reality” seems to exceed available modes of representation,
something that is always in the process of becoming. In pre-1997 parlance, this slipperiness is
captured in the “future anterior mode,” the present projection of a future event in the form of the
“future perfect tense” in many Hong Kong films.8
Ten years down the road, what we are witnessing now is not only an increased and increasing
presence of China as a political and economic heavy weight in the new Hong Kong Special
Administrative Region (HKSAR), but also an acceleration of centrifugal or “decentering” forces
of globalization in both societies, leading to dramatic changes and realignment of interests at the
local, national, and global levels. If, as Arjun Appadurai has convincingly argued, the “nation” is
to be understood as being dispersed into the global mediascape in myriad forms of regional, local,
and translocal connections through the work of the imagination,9 the “China factor” as it exists
in the cinematic imagination of Hong Kong may justifiably be unhinged (without completely
being cut off) from the geopolitics and rhetoric of the nation, decolonization, or reunification.
Writing from the other side of the current, this paper situates itself within the continuum of
critical reflections and local articulations to map out the China imaginary in post-1997 Hong
Kong films. My aim here is not to conduct an exhaustive survey, but to shed light on how this
“peripheral” imaginary has evolved since the handover. The films analyzed in this essay consist
of both art-house/alternative and mainstream commercial productions. Focusing on Fruit Chan’s
陳果 Durian Durian 榴槤飄飄 (2000) and Hollywood, Hong Kong 香港有個荷里活 (2001),
and Samson Chiu Leung-chun’s 趙良駿 Golden Chicken 金雞 (2002) and its sequel, Golden
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Chicken 2 (2003), I look at how these films, in diverse forms, pose questions about gender—
especially in the figure of the prostitute—in the construction of cultural imaginaries, and the
location and dislocation of the nation as a site where multiple histories and identities intersect and
intertwine. These films also posit the figure of the migrant, including those who leave and those
who move but “never leave” (i.e. the “nomad”), as the embodiment of the peripheral, which can
no longer be located or “placed,” but is a state of mind or being characteristic of the post-fin de
siècle condition.
The Prostitute (1): the Colonial City
Golden Chicken
As a figurative construct, the colonial “other” as woman reveals the contradictory impulses
of racism and sexual desire inherent in imperialist ideology. As a “desiring machine,” the colonial
apparatus is possessed by a fantasy of inter-racial unions that is at once alluring and repulsive.
Desire, especially sexual desire, constitutes the “soft underbelly” of colonial power relation.10
In Chinese film and literature since the early decades of the twentieth century, this gendered
metaphor has been employed in a variety of ways to articulate the psychological complexities of
the Chinese experience of (semi)colonialism, especially as a figure for the city of Shanghai under
Western domination.11 Many contemporary representations in film and fiction take this metaphor
further to probe China’s more recent experience of modernity, or postmodernity, that goes beyond
the parameters of the colonial paradigm and to reflect on relations between gender and nation in
the context of China’s “peaceful rise” (heping jueqi 和平崛起) in the global economy. These
narratives usually posit the figure of the femme fatale or the seductress on whom the contradictions
and psychological repercussions of China’s latest experiment with modernity are sketched.12 As
far as Hong Kong is concerned, Shi Shuqing’s 施叔青 Hong Kong Trilogy 香港三部曲 (1993,
1995, 1997) is so far the most ambitious literary work that encapsulates the city’s colonial history
in a “rags to riches” success story of a prostitute who becomes a billionaire and founding legend
of her illustrious family enterprise.
Compared to Shi’s historical saga, Samson Chiu’s Golden Chicken and its sequel are less
ambitious in scale. The two films focus exclusively on the life story of a small time prostitute,
Kum 金, from the 1980s to around 2003, though the sequel has Kum, in her eighties, recall
10
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fragments of her life half a century before. Although the city-as-seductress/whore has a certain
pedigree in Chinese cinema and literature, the Golden Chicken series is unique in its outright
“political incorrectness” and irreverence in the representation of the colonial city as a happy
prostitute who never attains any material victory in her perpetually low-lying career. My interest
in the films therefore is less to discover some meta-historical dimension of postcolonial cultural
critique, or how they might fit in within a certain grand narrative of “Hong Kong identity,” than
to read these films as tokens of the popular cinema’s reaction to specific social and political
situations, and to understand why, and to what effect, the “happy chicken” (in Cantonese slang,
chicken or gai 雞 also means prostitute) functions as a repertoire of local memories rendered in a
lower-class or grassroots register to shed light on the social psyche after the political handover.
In Golden Chicken, the life story of Kum (starring Sandra Ng Kwan-yu 吳君如) follows
the “plot” of Hong Kong’s recent history from lowly origins to prosperity to inevitable decline.
Kum is a representative of the post-World War II baby boomers born in the 1960s who came of
age in the 1980s. This generation benefited from the economic boom at the time and constituted
the broad spectrum of Hong Kong’s middle and upper-middle class thereafter. They are also the
people who suffered a heavy setback during the Asian financial crisis in the late 1990s. Kum’s
characterization, moreover, alludes to a “Hong Kong spirit” shared by the general public: she is
a “professional” in her trade whose inferiority complex is compensated by a sheer will to survive,
in good and bad times. Eric Ma argues that this “Hong Kong spirit” originates from a widely
shared belief in the official account of Hong Kong’s success story favored by both the colonial
and the Chinese governments—from an obscure fishing village to a world-class metropolis and
financial centre.13 If this sweeping account of Hong Kong’s history borders on the stereotypical
in complicity with the ideological agendas of the powers that be, in Golden Chicken Kum’s world
is undauntedly a stripped-down version of the Hong Kong stereotype: vulgar, materialistic, sexist,
promiscuous, hedonistic, exploitative, devoid of enduring human relationships, yet endlessly
funny and energetic. In fact, this amalgam of politically incorrect qualities is nothing new to the
popular cinema, and is always a cause for concern among its critics. However, I suggest that by
playing up the stereotypical image of Hong Kong—and Hong Kong’s popular cinema—Golden
Chicken can also be read against the grain of the colonial/national narratives of “Hong Kong
history.” The film makes no qualms about the explicit identification between “golden chicken”
Kum and Hong Kong, and to use the female character as both a token of pride and a critique
of the society that creates, exploits, and abandons her. Some critics have referred to Kum as
a “concept chicken,” an experimentation with “Hong Kong movie character” type.14 As such,
the “concept chicken” is also a vehicle for a collective self-expression: both Kum and the films,
reinforced by the title’s pun, assume multiple significations that draw upon official and unofficial
13
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self-representations of the city. By virtue of the title the films give prominence to the figure of
Kum as a prostitute (gai or chicken) with a golden heart (“Kum” or gam 金 literally means “gold”
in Cantonese). “Golden Chicken” also connotes prosperity and festivity, as it is a local custom
to buy golden figurines of the year’s zodiac sign during the Chinese New Year as a lucky charm.
Thus the films’ title effects multiple allusions and connotations that foreground the heroine as the
embodiment of the colloquial “Hong Kong” voice.
At the moment of its enunciation, the title words gam gai already ring a bell among the
Cantonese-speaking audience not only as a thematic pointer, but also as a kind of interpellation into
an intimate linguistic community15 that cannot be placed comfortably within general categories
of “Chinese” or “British colonial” subjects. The difference between Hong Kong and China,
moreover, is highlighted in the increasing competition between local club hostesses and those
from the mainland, who became a phenomenon in the early 1990s. These mainland women are
called “northern chicks” (bak gu 北姑 or beigu), a derogative local coinage for mainland women
in the sex trade in Hong Kong. Slightly tacky in appearance, their heavily accented Cantonese
has become an unofficial “trademark” that distinguishes them from their local counterparts. This
linguistic disjuncture is made more prominent in the sequel, in the figure of Kum’s male cousin
(Jacky Cheung 張學友), a mainland Chinese immigrant trying to make his first pot of gold in the
capitalist haven. It is significant that this character is called “Biu Go” 表哥 throughout the film
(biao ge in standard Mandarin pinyin), which literally means one’s (poor) male cousin from the
“north,” for “biu go,” or “biu ze” 表姐 (biao jie, meaning female cousin) were popular nicknames
given to mainlanders in Hong Kong during the 1980s and 1990s. This largely condescending
attitude toward the mainland Other found its way into the film culture of the time, most notably
in Alfred Cheung’s 張堅庭 Her Fatal Ways 表姐你好嘢 series (1991,1993, 1994), in which the
mainland woman police officer (played by Carol “Do Do” Cheng 鄭裕玲) receives relatively
positive treatment as an upright and ingenuous character endeared by the Hong Kong way of
life. In Golden Chicken 2, Biu Go learns his trade through a series of trials and errors, and finally
transforms himself into an unscrupulous entrepreneur in China trade. At the beginning of the film,
Biu Go’s Cantonese is seen as inadequate in understanding the local way of life. His “outsider”
identity is emphasized through a series of language blunders as he takes colloquialisms literally.
Throughout his adventures in Hong Kong, and later on in China, Biu Go takes advantage of
Kum’s affection on numerous occasions before he finally confesses his love at the moment of his
extradition back to China on fraud charges.
Symbolically, the relationship between Kum and Biu Go alludes to something like a failed
romance between Hong Kong and China, as Kum is being used consistently as a means for
realizing her cousin’s capitalistic dream. As a stereotype of the mainlander in Hong Kong, Biu
15
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Go also embodies the ethos of China’s market economy and the nation’s aspirations for material
success in the late twentieth century. Ironically, Biu Go is also a reincarnation of the Hong Kong
stereotype: a die-hard opportunist whose only concern in life is money, and more money. While
Biu Go is comparable to the host of mainland Chinese characters in many Hong Kong films from
the 1980s onwards,16 his sojourn in Hong Kong brings out the “capitalist” within the country
bumpkin from the mainland. In the film, Biu Go is always in transition—from place to place,
from one business adventure to another—without any apparent goal or anchor in life except
profit. If Kum is the grassroots version of the “Hong Kong Spirit,” Biu Go can be seen as the
personification of China’s market economy in the post-socialist era, an expansionist force whose
unstoppable momentum eventually derails its own steam engine. Here it is useful to compare
Biu Go with another mainlander character in the earlier film, the gangster Yeh 葉 (Hu Jun 胡
軍) with whom Kum has had a brief affair. Their encounter is occasioned by the gangster’s fall
from power when he goes into hiding in Hong Kong. Kum generously uses all her savings to
bail him out of the disaster. In the end he returns Kum’s favor by crediting one million dollars
into her account many years later. Instead of keeping the money, Kum again uses it to help a new
acquaintance (Eric Tsang 曾志偉) on the verge of financial and emotional bankruptcy. In many
ways, Hu Jun’s character is inspired by the mainland gangster prototype in Hong Kong cinema
with a positive twist. Good-looking and charismatic, his loyalty to Kum resembles the action hero
in John Woo-style action films. As variations of the mainland Other figure, the heroic gangster
and the mercenary newcomer not only occupy two ends of the spectrum but also point toward
the closing distance between Hong Kong and China, or the “Hong Kong man” and the “China
man” in the popular imagination, for they both have inherited traits of familiar “Hong Kong”
characters.
Kum’s relationship with men goes beyond dichotomy between city and nation in Golden
Chicken 2 toward the broader horizon of the disaporic and the transnational in the figure of their
son (who remains absent in the film) brought up by Kum’s client (Wong Yat-wah 黃日華), an
American-Chinese businessman. In Golden Chicken 2 Kum is able to meet with her grandson
(Chapman To 杜文澤), in whom she confides the secrets of her past in an attempt to convince
the young man of the importance of memory. Although the young man has neither knowledge nor
memory of his biological grandparents, at the end of the film he takes home a full story of Kum’s
(and Hong Kong’s) past, and is reassured of the importance of his own. This obvious effort to
situate Kum at the centre of an evolving network of local/national/transnational liaisons, while
laudable in its sincerity, is also the film’s major flaw. Compared to the first film, Golden Chicken
2 has lost the freshness and verve of its predecessor precisely because of its obsession with Kum
as a witness of history. By virtue of the film’s generic and marketing positioning, any “serious”
treatment and philosophical reflection on history seem out of place and contrived. Interweaving
newsreel and TV footage of important historical events (such as the 1987 stock exchange crisis,
16
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the 1989 Tiananmen Incident, the1997 handover and the SARS epidemic in 2003) has been a
common practice in many Hong Kong art films (e.g. Ann Hui’s 許鞍華 Song of the Exile 客
途秋恨 [1990] and Ordinary Heroes 千言萬語 [1999], and Fruit Chan’s Little Cheung 細路
祥 [1999] and The Longest Summer 去年煙花特別多 [1998]). However, in Golden Chicken,
a comedy-cum-farce, this direct treatment of historical anomalies in a docu-drama style serves
more to dilute the effect of comic relief than reinforce its generally upbeat outlook on life.
Despite these shortcomings, the two films as a whole succeed in capturing the pathos of the Hong
Kong public through an almost transparent identification with the heroine, the “golden chicken”
whose resilience and simple-mindedness put to shame the numerous male characters who are but
helpless victims of social and personal crises.
As a self-consciously “stereotypical” Hong Kong-style comedy littered with sexist in-jokes,
vulgarities and bodily excesses, the Golden Chicken films offer a possibility of recuperating a local
voice enmeshed in the language of the outcast through the figure of a prostitute. The films serve
as examples of how “low” cultural products appropriate the gendered metaphor in the colonial,
and also the national, imagination and turn it inside out to articulate specifically local sentiments
without over-indulging in sentimentalism. Filmed and released at a time when the territory was
besieged by political, social and economic crises, Golden Chicken’s farcical mock-seriousness
comes close to a Brechtian distantiation through its campiness. The hyperbolic characterization,
acting style, and setting are well-matched by the frequent use of diegetic Canto-pop music as
period markers, while the song lyrics also reflect the emotional roller coasters of Kum (and the
Hong Kong people) going through times of prosperity and decline. This conscious quotation of
previous styles can also be seen as a tribute to the achievements of Hong Kong in the 1980s, a
“golden age” when the territory’s cultural products took over Chinese communities in Taiwan,
Southeast Asia, and parts of mainland China. If the films’ frivolity and celebratory tone smacks
of a “grassroots anti-intellectualism,”17 we must not forget that the films’ production crew are
members of the cultural elite who have left the territory in the late 1990s and relocated back
to Hong Kong recently to continue filmmaking. Their films frequently bear the imprint of the
disillusionment and cynicism of the elite toward the new political realities of the ex-colony.18 In
Golden Chicken there is also an underlying elitist romanticism in the portrayal of the lower class,
most obviously in the figure of Kum, who is made into the ultimate hero and a kind of emblem
for the “Hong Kong spirit.” She is also the sanctuary of many a lost (male) soul, who are the real
beneficiaries of the economic boom in the previous decades but who routinely fall into depression
and nervous breakdown or attempt suicide in times of crisis. Her image as a “happy prostitute”
glosses over the harsher realities not only of those in her profession but also the social class she
comes to represent. In Golden Chicken their upbeat and happy lives within an exploitative social
17
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system are taken for granted as a consolation to the majority of the well-to-do’s. Such elitist
idealization (or utilization) of the social Other as a means of collective self-articulation may
sound gross in its lack of sensitivity, but on the other hand this “textual unconscious” does reveal
the complex and contradictory impulses of Hong Kong’s popular cinema (and a certain group of
filmmakers) to come to terms with the vicissitudes of history and its/their own identity, both as a
product/producers of popular culture and constituents of a local voice at variance with the official
discourses of colonization and decolonization.
Before turning to Fruit Chan’s Durian Durian and Hollywood, Hong Kong, I’d like
to consider the figure of the migrant in Golden Chicken so as to lay the groundwork for my
discussion of the other films. Besides the obvious migrant figure Biu Go discussed above, Kum
is also given the opportunity to emigrate with her American-Chinese client and her son, but
she eventually decides to stay. In giving up her right as a mother in order to remain in a place
that offers little hope for a better future, Kum resembles what Ackbar Abbas (via Deleuze and
Guattari) calls the “nomad,” her “emigration” is understood “not in the diasporic sense of finding
another space […] but in the sense of remaking a given space that for whatever reason one
cannot leave, of dis-locating.”19 As a social outcast and gendered “other,” Kum’s life is by nature
migratory, or “nomadic,” for she is “one who does not depart […] who clings to the smooth
space left by the receding forest, where the steppe or desert advance.”20 Her trajectory from a
schoolgirl to nightclub hostess to masseuse to owner of a small cafeteria and finally a monument
of the city’s collective memory can be seen as a process of migration, of “remaking” or “dislocating” an unlivable social space to make it livable. Seen as an elitist projection of the local,
Kum becomes a more problematic figure than the clownish underdog she ostensibly is meant to
be. Not only is her nomadic impulse a sharp contrast to the rootlessness of the perpetual migrant,
Biu Go, but her growing stature as the authentic voice of history offers more than a prescriptive
“happy ending” in a formulaic comedy. By identifying the local with a social outcast “who does
not depart,” and by playing up the cultural, moral, and psychological differences between the
migrant and the nomad, Golden Chicken’s Hong Kong story betrays the psychological impasse
faced by the migrant who returns: the filmmakers themselves, as returning migrants, seek to
rediscover the local through an imaginative commemoration. However, as producer Peter Chan
陳可辛 admits in an interview, the experience of migration has weakened the sense of “home”
as relating to a place.21 This feeling of alienation and uprootedness makes the “local” an elusive
subject, something that has to be sought elsewhere, in dis-location. Perhaps this elusiveness of
the subject being sought explains why a story commemorating the “Hong Kong experience” has
to be told at the grassroots level, why this story is authenticated by the voice of a prostitute, the
Other in both the cultural and political senses, and why the idealization of the Other is inevitable
in order to overcome psychological and emotional distance and the inherent ambivalence toward
19
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“identity” per se.
The Prostitute (2): Motherland and/as Elsewhere
Durian Durian and Hollywood, Hong Kong
As the first two installments of Fruit Chan’s as yet unfinished “Prostitute Trilogy,” Durian
Durian and Hollywood, Hong Kong trace the itineraries of two mainland women who work as
prostitutes in Hong Kong. Rather than as a metaphor for the (post)colonial city, the figure of the
prostitute in these films re-examines the image of the mainlander in the popular imagination by
subverting the stereotype of “northern chicks.” As Wendy Gan has pointed out in her book on
Durian Durian, the film exemplifies the social realism of Fruit Chan’s oeuvre since Made in Hong
Kong 香港製造 (1997), and is a mature example of the director’s evolving style as an independent
filmmaker consciously differentiating himself from the commercial mainstream, whereas the mix
of fantasy and black comedy in Hollywood, Hong Kong demonstrates yet another conscious
effort by Chan to resist being “pigeonholed” into a certain category of director.22 Nonetheless
both films use the mainland prostitute as the central character to forge a link between Hong
Kong and China to reflect on the psycho-social dynamics between the two societies after the
reunification. Both films probe the implications of reunification at the level of everyday life and
the cultural perceptions and misconceptions that somehow short-circuit any attempt at genuine
communication and understanding (a recurrent theme since Little Cheung23).
In terms of timing, the films tapped into the controversy over the increasing number of
mainland prostitutes in Hong Kong. When Durian Durian was released in 2000, mainland sex
workers were headline news in the mass media.24 No doubt, in the local imagination, “northern
chicks” have become a synonym for social predators, corruptors of the moral order, and most of all
a serious social problem originated by the loosening borders between the HKSAR and mainland
China. While the two films have successfully deconstructed this stereotypical image of mainland
women by foregrounding their heroines as complex and individualized characters pursuing their
own destinies, the figure of the prostitute as an independent and progressive woman achieves
more than a redress on social injustice, for her sojourn in and through Hong Kong unravels a
series of questions about identity, history, and temporal-spatial dislocation as both Hong Kong
22
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Leisure and Cultural Services Department, 2000), 22-24.
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and China seek to maintain a foothold in what Appadurai calls the disjunctive global space.25 If
the “concept chicken” in Samson Chiu’s films is a repository of local memory and history, hence
the embodiment of the “Hong Kong spirit,” the mainland women in Fruit Chan’s films remind us
of the ineluctable entwinement of the two places in each other’s imagination of the future. Durian
Durian and Hollywood, Hong Kong signify two different types of movements or migration that
use Hong Kong as an intermediary for another journey into the future. Although in both cases
Hong Kong is only a way station, a necessary stopover for capital accumulation, the stories differ
significantly in their treatment of the central female character; hence their relationship to Hong
Kong as a temporary abode. From this difference emerges a certain narrative that comments
not only on the Hong Kong-China encounter but also the possibility of the local being doubly
displaced or eclipsed by an expanding (though abstract) global space.
The narrative of Durian Durian is neatly split into two halves: the first part tells the story
of Yan 燕 (Qin Hailu 秦海璐), a young mainland woman who comes to Hong Kong to work as
a prostitute on a three-month permit; the second follows Yan’s journey back home to a remote
suburban town called Mudanjiang 牡丹江 (Mudan River) in northeastern China. The first part
of the film sets up Yan as a typical, if not stereotypical, “northern chick,” as the camera follows
her everyday itineraries in the notorious Portland Street neighborhood in Mongkok, the busiest
commercial and shopping area mixing up-market malls, cinemas, vernacular buildings, old shop
fronts, hawker stalls, nightclubs and brothels. In this part of the film, Yan is undoubtedly the
epitome of the “northern chick,” from hairstyle, fashion taste, to body movement and her heavily
accented Cantonese. Going in and out of hourly hotels serving an endless stream of clients, she
apparently feels no qualms about her shady employment, and is immune from the jests and scorn
thrown at her. As she walks through the same back street everyday, Yan catches the attention
of Fan 芬, a fellow teenage illegal worker who has overstayed her visa. As their friendship
develops, the film reveals a hidden side of Yan’s character. One long shot shows Yan stretching
her limbs against a wall in the back street like a professional dancer. This rare glimpse of Yan
doing something other than what a typical “northern chick” does is visually compelling, since the
image of Yan as a female dancer stands out and apart from the bleak and oppressive setting of the
back alley, a posture that is almost defiant and self-assertive. This shot of Yan as being different
from the “northern chick” stereotype is also a moment of insight for the viewer, who is invited
to ponder what lies behind the mask of a “northern chick”; what life story or experience has led
her on to a self-condescending existence in Hong Kong; and what will become of her when her
visa expires. These questions are soon answered in the second narrative. Using a swift, one-shot
transition, the camera takes Yan, and the viewer, back to her hometown Mudanjiang. The vast,
frozen land dotted with isolated, run-down buildings and a bare minimum of social infrastructure
sets up a dramatic contrast with the overcrowded, heavily built urban space of Hong Kong. In
a subsequent close-up shot we see Yan in her newly cut and straightened hair, her make-up free
face looking crisp and fresh in the cold icy air. It is as if Yan has shaken off completely the
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paraphernalia of the “northern chick,” as if she is ready for a fresh start in her hometown with the
hard-earned cash in her pocket. But, can she, really? Could the swift transition of landscapes and
characterization be more insinuating and intriguing than what a redemptive homecoming might
suggest?
As Gan observes, Yan is “a representative of the disjunctures of identity in modern China.”26
She can no longer fit in with her old community in Mudanjiang, not because her experience in
Hong Kong has made her a different person, but Hong Kong—as she knows it now—is out of
place with the “Hong Kong” (or “the South”) in her fellow townsfolk’s imagination of the future.
Returning home as a cash-rich “business woman,” Yan is greeted everywhere she goes by friends
and relatives and is constantly pestered by people eager to learn the secrets of her success. Unable
to tell the truth, Yan becomes more and more aloof and alienated from her own community. In
the first narrative we see Yan walking from one hotel to another without care or concern for the
harsh realities around her; in the second narrative, Yan walks from place to place without any clue
as to where to invest her money. If Yan’s itineraries in the first narrative sketch an oppressive,
dehumanizing urban space to which illegal migrants are confined, Yan’s roaming paths in the
second narrative delineate “home” as an open space where the returned migrant realizes she is
not going anywhere. Her alienation and loneliness become more pronounced when her childhood
friends are ready to “go South” in pursuit of a better future. To Yan, she already has lived their
“future,” but she cannot bring home the moral of the tale, or the “immorality” of the tale. Thus, to
Yan, and probably to those who follow in her footsteps, “homecoming” does not mean the end of
migration, but an intensified sense of displacement in the same place, a different kind of nomadic
experience in the sense that this “same place” is turning into an “elsewhere.” Yan’s journey to
Hong Kong, it seems, has set her life in perpetual motion. Unable to make use (or sense) of the
money in the bank to cut out a new path to the future, Yan decides to take refuge in the past, i.e.
returning to her long-abandoned profession in traditional opera. This anachronic movement back
to a previous state of being is registered in the final shot, in which the camera gradually closes in
upon a traditional opera actress in a street performance and finally reveals Yan’s face in a freeze
frame. It seems that, for Yan, the only way to cope with an uncertain future is to “freeze” oneself
in the costume of the past. Her migration, after all, returns her to the same place, but fails to
connect her to a future she has set off, and returned, for.
By plotting the trajectories of Yan, Durian Durian sheds light on the changing relations
between Hong Kong and China after 1997. By splitting the narrative and setting neatly between
Hong Kong and Mudanjiang, Fruit Chan draws attention to the idea of the border, and also
the film’s act of border-crossing. More importantly, the film’s trajectory urges a rethinking of
post-unification Hong Kong—China relations by making subtle metaphorical references to the
geopolitics of “one country, two systems.” If, as Gan observes, in Durian Durian, the two places
“are becoming one without an attendant sense of wholeness,”27 this lack of wholeness is best
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grasped by the film’s use of contrastive settings and characterization, as well as in the metaphorical
use of the durian in its title and in the story itself. According to Fruit Chan, durians allude to the
situation of Hong Kong, and more specifically the Portland Street neighborhood, for “[p]eople
who like it thinks it’s the greatest, people who don’t think it really stinks.”28 In the film, mainland
characters repeatedly express curiosity and disgust toward this exotic fruit from Southeast Asia,
and its poignant odor is both alluring and repellent, just like the urban city in which they live. It
is perhaps the durian’s association with the “South” that ties in most tightly with the geopolitics
of “north” and “south” articulated in the film. Back in Mudanjiang, Hong Kong and Shenzhen are
frequently referred to as “nanfang” 南方 (the South), as opposed to “beifang” 北方 (the North).
Thus in the imagination of the people in Mudanjiang, Hong Kong exists as an undifferentiated
elsewhere in the South, which in turn signifies a modern lifestyle, westernized culture, material
affluence, and opportunities to make quick money for the adventurous, all of which are lacking
in their hometown. To Yan, the durian sent to her by Fan from Shenzhen is a reminder of her
experience in the South, a token from the past that returns to haunt the present. Toward the end
of the film, she is seen eating the durian fruit alone, but her face doesn’t show any obvious signs
of either enjoyment or repulsion. It is as if she is reminiscing the past through the complex and
contradictory flavors of the fruit, undecided about its ultimate meaning to her life. As an artist
who has given up her profession for quick cash, Yan has diligently followed the famous and
still valid aphorism of Deng Xiaoping 鄧小平: “zhifu guangrong” 致富光榮 (“to get rich is
glorious”), but the film also suggests that Yan, and those like her, is a victim of China’s glorious
dream.
Caught up with this dream in the wake of the new millennium, Hong Kong, like the durian,
enters into the nation’s imagination of the future as a facilitator of capital accumulation. Ironically,
this economic logic harks back to early colonial times, when the British government’s primary
interest in opening up China was essentially trade and commerce.29 Through the figure of the
durian, its transmission from Hong Kong to China and its association with the mainland characters
Yan and Fan, the film effectively weaves in the contradictions and psychological tribulations
experienced by people in the two places under “one country, two systems,” a recurrent subject in
Fruit Chan’s films since Made in Hong Kong. Seen in this light, the film’s English title, Durian
Durian, reads like a footnote commenting on the uneasy reunion of Hong Kong and China under
the dual political system. Thus, beginning with a local theme (illegal migrant workers in Hong
Kong) in a local neighborhood, Fruit Chan’s film eventually (or should we say inevitably?) takes
us back to a “foreign” place, the remote township Mudanjiang in northeastern China, in pursuit of a
woman’s journey home. It is, however, at her own home that the feeling of homelessness becomes
the most disturbing. Yan’s sense of displacement is profound: being homeless while one is at
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home. Yan’s tactic of dis-location, of reinventing a space for herself without leaving, is to return
to the past, to take up the long-abandoned profession in traditional opera. If Durian Durian is a
Hong Kong film about China, might Yan’s displacement, a result of migration and homecoming,
be read as an echo of the equally disturbing sense of homelessness of an ex-colony trying to make
sense of its own homecoming? Being homeless at home, being at home in homelessness: in the
world of Durian Durian, duplicity—of home and “homeland” —is deeply ingrained at the core of
“oneness” at the political, social, and psychological levels.
Hollywood, Hong Kong
As the second installment of the “Prostitute Trilogy,” Hollywood, Hong Kong tells the story
of another mainland woman (Zhou Xun 周迅) variously named Hong Hong 紅紅, Dong Dong
東東, and Fang Fang 芳芳 (which happens to be the name on her legal identification), who works
as a prostitute in Hong Kong of her own accord in order to make enough money to further her
ambitions. But unlike Yan, Fang Fang’s sojourn does not take her back to China, but to the United
States (Hollywood). There is no explanation why she wants to go there, but the pattern of her
migration, precisely because of its lack of a clear motive, alludes to the much broader context of
mainland Chinese migrants leaving their home country in search of a better life in the West. The
reference to Hollywood, of course, acknowledges the U.S. as the “promised land” or dreamland
for many. Stylistically, the second film departs from the realism of Durian Durian, blending
sexual fantasy, dream scenarios, and grotesque images and symbols to explore the psycho-social
dimension of yet another mainland-Hong Kong encounter. The narrative revolves around a series
of erotic/sexual liaisons between Fang Fang and three Hong Kong men: Boss Chu 朱老闆, his
eldest son Ming 明, and a good-for-nothing young pimp named Keung 強 who lives off his
girl friend. Fang Fang’s exchanges with these men are interwoven with her innocent friendship
with Tiny, a primary school boy and Boss Chu’s youngest son. The film establishes Fang Fang
as the seductress tactfully casting her web of deception around her preys. To Keung, she is the
sexy dream girl money can purchase; to Boss Chu and Ming, she is an attractive, innocent “new
comer” who satisfies their sexual appetite; to Tiny, she is a true friend and ally to share good
times and secrets with. Except for Tiny, these unsuspecting males fall prey to her seductive allure
one by one, but the film only reveals her real intention much later, when Chu, Ming, and Keung
are blackmailed by a lawyer who claims that they have had sex with an underaged woman, Fang
Fang. In an attempt to get out of the scam, Keung has his right hand chopped off by gangsters
hired by the lawyer, who presumably is one of Fang Fang’s ex-clients.
Although the film posits a migrant character on the move, its setting and main action are
restricted to a poor neighborhood, Tai Hom Village 大磡村, on the edge of a new middle-class
residential complex in the Diamond Hill 鑽石山 district on the eastern side of Kowloon. The
now demolished Tai Hom Village, a remnant of the oldest part of the area, had been populated by
mainland Chinese migrants from various parts of the country. Fruit Chan likens it to Hong Kong
in the 1960s and the 1970s, a time when one could hear different dialects spoken by people in
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everyday life.30 Once again, Fruit Chan’s film takes us to an overlooked margin of the urban city
and turns the margin into a critical edge that reflects back on the metropolitan center much in the
same line as his “Hong Kong Trilogy,” Made in Hong Kong (1997), The Longest Summer (1998),
and Little Cheung (1999). In Hollywood, Hong Kong, Tai Hom Village as a space of anomalies
is most vividly visualized in the recurrent image of obesity and grotesque and deformed bodies.
The film’s beginning superimposes close-up shots of obese human bodies and bodies of live
and butchered pigs, subtly prefiguring Boss Chu and Ming’s fate as Fang Fang’s “meat dishes.”
Similar imagery occurs frequently in the film, especially in the figure of Niang Niang 娘娘, a sow
for mating kept in Chu’s butchery-cum-Chinese BBQ meat stall. It is significant that Niang Niang
(lit. “mother, mother”) in the film is meant to be the only “mother” figure,31 and Fang Fang’s
appearance in the film seems to fill this space after Niang Niang has gone astray. The association
between pigs and men, and the sexual connotations of the mating pig, are reinforced by repetitive
shots of piglets sizzling in the charcoal grill in Chu’s shop. As the film develops, the indulgence in
anomalies borders on the absurd, when Tiny picks up Keung’s chopped-off hand from an opaque
plastic roof, buries it in a bucket of ice and delivers it back to Keung. Keung’s “reunion” with
his hand turns out to be a mis-union, as the hand sewn onto his arm is a left hand instead of right,
which belongs to a truck driver who has been mistaken for Keung by the gangsters. As if the
grotesque has not gone far enough, Keung’s deformation is given a further symbolic meaning: the
tattoos on the two portions of his lower arm strangely match to create a new meaning: “fu tau se
mei/hu tou she wei” 虎頭蛇尾 (“tiger head snake tail”), which the director admits is his view on
post-1997 Hong Kong. (In Chinese, the phrase means making a big head start without the ability
to carry it through to the end.)
This political joke on Hong Kong’s “post-reunion” situation is further contextualized, and
made more pronounced, by the camera’s rendering of the urban landscape. Throughout the film,
Tai Hom Village stands in sharp contrast with the modern architecture right across the street. In
the film, shots of the middle-class housing complex, Hollywood Plaza 荷里活廣場, towering
over the haphazard, matchbox like squatter homes of Tai Hom Village draw attention to the social
anomalies created by the city’s urbanization projects. Visually, the gigantic Plaza is like the specter
of modernization casting its relentless weight upon a virtually defenseless community. To the
village inhabitants, Hollywood Plaza symbolizes the wealth and lifestyle they can only dream of,
an alienating presence and yet a daily reminder of the internal boundaries within the same social
space. Such an alarming contrast in social landscapes within the same neighborhood, magnified
by the use of camera angles and framing, reveals a social space that is almost schizophrenic:
except for the prostitute Fang Fang, who somehow can afford to rent a unit there, we seldom see
other characters cross the “border” of these spatial divisions. When Boss Chu, Ming and Keung
make their journeys across, it is either for delivering the cash to Fang Fang or attempting to seek
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her out for revenge.
I have tried to delineate the schizophrenic social space in Hollywood, Hong Kong as the
locale in which the problematics of movement, mobility and migration are reconsidered. In the
film, movement, the act of moving, and mobility, the ability to move, are cast in a disjunctive
relation: characters are constantly in movement, but their mobility is largely restricted to
everyday errands within the same neighborhood. Another kind of movement at the background
is the compulsory exit of village inhabitants in the wake of an urban renewal project, but we do
not know exactly where these people will end up. In this respect, “movement” can be the result
not of freedom but constraints, or the lack of social mobility of those who are compelled to
move (out). Such immobility is figuratively conveyed in the obese human bodies and Keung’s
crippled arm. If the film posits the locals as being immobile in their restricted movement over
space, such immobility is juxtaposed with the prostitute’s mobility as a migrant who traverses
vastly different and distant spaces with relative ease. As a figure in transit, her presence in these
contrastive spaces is underscored by a determination to move on to the (presumably) “free” space
of Hollywood, U.S. Significantly, we are led to believe that all the names she uses are fake. As the
central character she is shrouded in mystique as both the narrative and the camera stop short of a
more in-depth portrait of the heroine. Throughout the film we are confronted with images of Fang
Fang seducing and manipulating her preys, but, unlike Yan in Durian Durian, we virtually know
nothing about who she really is, where she comes from, and why she is willing to sell her body
in order to go to Hollywood. Unlike Yan, who gradually wins our sympathy and respect, Fang
Fang remains a wavering shadow, a phantom-like character. Like Yan, however, Fang Fang has
mastered the trick of self-stereotyping by playing to the tune of the social and sexual imagination
of the “northern chick.”
As a migrant, Fang Fang is seen best able to exploit an unwelcoming milieu and turn it into
an advantage to further her ambitions (whatever these may be). Her autonomy as the mainland
Other, however, cannot be taken for granted. Of all the three mainland women in the film (the other
two being an unlicensed mainland trained physician obsessed with her ever-frustrated “scientific”
experiments, and Boss Chu’s domestic helper who is killed accidentally after some unsuccessful
sexual advances on her employer), Fang Fang is less the norm than an exception to the plight of
mainland women in Hong Kong. It is in the film’s treatment of these three characters that a new
perspective on the Hong Kong-China liaison emerges. To a great extent, the film’s abstraction
of Fang Fang’s character might imply an inherent inhibition at the level of representation. By
establishing Fang Fang as an enigma and juxtaposing her with the other two much older, and
less “fortunate” mainland women, the film points toward an as yet not fully grasped vision of
Hong Kong in China, China in Hong Kong, and the global dreamland, i.e. Hollywood (Plaza),
that both places are trying to appropriate and make sense of. If a parallel can be drawn between
Hollywood (Plaza) and a similar construction “California (Café)” in Wong Kar-wai’s 王家
衛 Chungking Express 重慶森林 (1996),32 Fruit Chan’s rendition of the global space is even
32
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emptier in substance and meaning, its function reduced to a signifier of an elsewhere appended
to the end of the film like a postcard image, for “Hollywood” in the film does not even carry the
ironic playfulness of California in Chungking Express, in which the spatial-temporal disjunction
between the two spaces are underscored by the affective subtext of a developing romance
between Tony Leung’s 梁朝偉 Cop 223 and Faye Wong’s 王菲 character. In Fruit Chan’s film,
this affective link between the global and the local does not exist, except as an opportunistic
(mis-) appropriation of a glossy “elsewhere.” Visually, both Hollywood and Hollywood Plaza
appear as alien, distant, and empty of life compared to the seething restlessness, though disasterprone, Tai Hom Village.
If Durian Durian offers a reading of China from the perspective of post-1997 Hong Kong
by linking the two places in a continuum of historical flux, thus postulating a complex vision
of “unity” in duplicity, Hollywood, Hong Kong is less certain about this unity. The different
fates of the three mainland women in the film remind us that only Fang Fang, the youngest of
all, manages to break away from the social and geopolitical strictures of both China and Hong
Kong to make her way to a vaguely understood “promised land.” Her self-assertion as a free
agent pursuing her own destiny is subtly undercut in one scene, as she is brought to the verge of
tears when her lawyer friend, in a matter-of-fact manner, refuses to accompany her to the States.
Nonetheless, her enigma is reinstated by an inexplicable will to move on. Her mobility, though
negotiated, is in direct contrast to the psychologically and physically crippled male characters
who are always one step too slow to win the game. Fang Fang, like Hollywood, is an object
of (sexual) fantasy that ultimately flees their erotic gaze after robbing them of both money and
pride. If, in Durian Durian, Yan represents the independent mainland woman whose migration
ends in a state of perpetual displacement in her own place, she and her south-bound friends also
embody the shared predicaments of Hong Kong and China as “one country, two systems.” In
Hollywood, Hong Kong, this linkage is weakened not simply by the absence of China in the film’s
setting; more importantly, the figuration of the most formidable mainland Other as an enigma
and abstraction barely explained or “contained” by the film narrative facilitates a reading of Fang
Fang as a mutable and mutating force that frustrates any attempt—both by the male characters
and by the film narrative—to pin her down. This, perhaps, is why the film does not (or cannot)
answer the questions it raises about its own heroine—who she is, where she comes from, what
she is really after, and why Hollywood? The film stops short of suggesting what has become of
her in Hollywood, whether her long journey from China to Hollywood via Hong Kong will have
the same effect on her perspective on life and sense of identity, or whether there is a possibility
of “homecoming.” At another level, the film does “answer” some questions about Hong Kong’s
encounter with Fang Fang: all the leading male characters are left behind with psychological
and/or physical wounds; even the truck driver, an innocent passer-by, loses his left hand out of
sheer bad luck. In Hollywood, Hong Kong, the trial-and-error mode of experimenting with “one
and the necessity for “any negotiations of identity to be understood within a global context.” Gan, Fruit Chan’s
Durian Durian, 88.
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country, two systems” gives way to a vision of the ex-colony as a way-station to realize China’s
global dreams, which in turn are decoded as a fantasy about elsewhere. With all its cynicism and
black humor, the film has not negated hope completely. In Tiny we see a new way of inhabiting
the schizophrenic space to negotiate the disjunctions of one’s social existence. He is the only local
character who can bridge the distance between Tai Hom Village and Hollywood Plaza through
his innocent friendship with Fang Fang. Such an easy “solution” may smack of idealism and
oversimplification, but this idealism is also what Fruit Chan has been trying to come to terms
with in his films.
Conclusion
If, as Leo Lee remarks, “it takes the ‘other’ to understand the ‘self’ in the (post)colonial
city’s cinematic imagination of history,”33 and if, prior to the political handover, “stories about
Hong Kong always turned into stories about somewhere else,”34 in the four films discussed in this
essay, the predicament of “somewhere else” and otherness prevalent in the cultural imagination
of pre-1997 Hong Kong manifests itself in the figures of the migrant and the nomad, whose
trajectories plot the on-going negotiations between Hong Kong and China in the new realities of
“one country, two systems.” In these films, the prostitute-as-migrant/nomad is both a metaphor
for Hong Kong and China, or Hong Kong in China (and vice versa). In Golden Chicken, Kum
as the embodiment of the “Hong Kong Spirit” can be seen as a carnivalesque reversal of the
logic of the colonial metaphor of the gendered Other, but at the same time the very conception
of Kum as the “happy chicken” also betrays the ambivalence of the returning elites toward their
own narrative of “Hong Kong history.” The mainland prostitutes in Fruit Chan’s films, on the
other hand, revisit old stereotypes of the mainland Other to explore the complex meanings and
connotations of “otherness” in the configuration of Hong Kong/China imaginaries. While the
migrants’ journeys query the efficacy of “reunification” as “homecoming” (in Durian Durian),
they also project a rather bleak vision of both Hong Kong and China as the two societies are
engrossed, and entwined, in their respective global dreams (in Hollywood, Hong Kong). In
Durian Durian, Hong Kong as China’s “dream of the future” is full of misgivings; in Hollywood,
Hong Kong the ex-colony is further displaced into the margin of that dream, when Fang Fang
takes off for the “real” Hollywood, the abstract global space, leaving behind the three crippled
males in their respective immobility. In Fruit Chan’s films, the “China imaginary” is dis-located
into something like “Hong Kong’s cinematic imagination of China’s ‘Hong Kong imaginary’.”
In all four films, China is less a distant or estranged Other or the geopolitical power in the future
(anterior) than a material presence interwoven into the fabric of everyday life. At the same time,
through the figure of the prostitute (mainland or local), Hong Kong’s otherness becomes a tool for
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a self-reflexive interrogation of its historical becoming. These diverse cinematic journeys, after
all, are “united” by a fleeting hope-in-despair: the self-assertion and optimism of Golden Chicken
is self-consciously parodic and contrived, while Durian Durian and Hollywood, Hong Kong, by
casting their heroines in a state of perpetual motion and homelessness, are skeptical of Hong
Kong’s, and China’s, dreams of the future.※
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